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Abstract

Pulsed laser sheet velocimetry yields non-intrusive measurements of velocity vectors across an extended 2-dimensional region of the flow field. The application of optical correlation techniques to the analysis of multiple exposure laser light sheet photographs can reduce and/or simplify the data reduction time and hardware. Here, Matched Spatial Filters (MSF) are used in a pattern recognition system. Usually MSFs are used to recognize characters or assembly line parts. In our application, the MSFs are used to identify the iso-velocity vector contours in the flow. The patterns to be recognized are the recorded particle images in a pulsed laser light sheet photograph. Measurement of the direction of the particle image displacements between exposures yields the velocity vector. In this work, the particle image exposure sequence is designed such that the velocity vector direction is determined unambiguously. A global analysis technique is used in comparison to the more common particle tracking algorithms and Young's fringe analysis techniques.

Introduction

The technique of recording multiple speckle pattern translations that occur during surface motion has become a useful tool to measure in-plane displacements of solid surfaces. Current interests are focused on applying this technique to the measurement of particle displacements in 2-D fluid flow fields. Double pulsing a laser light sheet perpendicular to the direction of observation yields a record of the particle positions at two instances of time over the entire plane. The number density and size of particles in the fluid determines the data analysis approach. For a large number density of recorded particle images, the laser speckle data analysis procedure is used. This technique is called Laser Speckle Velocimetry (LSV). In LSV, the recorded particle photographs are usually analyzed by illuminating small regions by a low power laser beam. The far field diffraction pattern of the illumination beam contains speckly Young's fringes. The fringes are oriented perpendicular to the local velocity vector, and the fringe spacing is inversely proportional to the velocity magnitude. Measurement of the fringe spacing and orientation gives the local velocity vector. By repeating the process over a grid of points on the transparency, a 2-D velocity vector map is constructed. For low number density double pulsed photographs, different processing schemes are applied. These low number density processing techniques are referred to as Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV). Due to the low particle density, individual particle displacement vectors can be determined, instead of the average displacement of a group of particles as in laser speckle. Particle tracking algorithms employing image processing techniques can be used to reduce the recorded PIV transparencies. Alternatively, the point-wise laser beam readout technique can be used to determine the local velocity vectors. Hence, different processing schemes may be applied depending on the recorded particle number density.

The point-wise laser beam readout of a recorded particle image transparency is a tedious and time consuming process. The point-wise analysis of the transparency is similar to laser anemometry techniques. In their present state, both PIV and LSV techniques are similar in nature to the point-wise measurements obtained using laser anemometry, which are time consuming and have positioning constraints.

For a typical 100cm\(^2\) region of a transparency analyzed on a 1mm grid, there are on the order of \(10^4\) points to be analyzed. At each point, the far field fringe pattern spacing and orientation must be determined. This exhausting data analysis technique is most efficiently handled by an automated procedure. However, even an automated procedure employing specialized array processors can still require hundreds of hours of processing time.

For all of the effort that has been expended to analyze the particle image transparencies and determine the fringe spacing and orientation at \(\pm10^4\) points, there still exists a 180° directional ambiguity. The fringe patterns generated by the readout beam are symmetric, hence, the velocity vector is known only to \(\pm180^\circ\). More information must be included at the recording stage of the process to resolve the direction unambiguously.
In this paper, we describe a 2-D optical parallel processing technique for analyzing recorded PIV transparencies with unambiguous velocity vector determination. The techniques of Matched Spatial Filtering used in character recognition systems are employed to identify individual particle image records. The directional ambiguity dilemma is eliminated by using an asymmetric laser light sheet exposure sequence.

The optimal exposure pattern must yet be determined. Three unevenly spaced pulses yield enough information for determining the flow direction, but also can result in many false correlations producing Young’s fringe patterns. Other patterns are being investigated. The analysis procedure can be done optically using a magneto-optical spatial light modulator. The light modulator is used to display Hartley Binary Phase Only Filters (HBPOF) used in an optical correlator. The HBPOFs are written on the light valve through a computer interface. Light valves with 128x128 elements are currently available. Alternatively, the photographs to be analyzed can be digitized and the MSF process performed digitally using Fast Fourier Transforms. This approach requires supercomputing facilities, or specialized array processors, but does not suffer from the limited spatial resolution of the commercially available light valves.

PIV and LSV

Double pulsed velocimetry enables the instantaneous recording of the in-plane velocity vectors across an entire 2-D flow field, see figure 1. The fluid under study is seeded with small particles. Illumination is supplied by a thin sheet of double pulsed laser light. The particle positions at these two instances of time are recorded on a photographic plate. A switched or pulsed laser source supplies the light pulses. The pulse lengths, \( \Delta t \), are usually on the order of 20-30 nanoseconds. The short pulses are needed to record the images of the micron sized particles before they move enough to distort the image. The pulsing interval \( \Delta t \), which can range from \( \mu s \) to seconds, is chosen based on two criteria: 1) to limit the maximum particle in-plane displacements to a desired value, and 2) to limit the out-of-plane displacement to less than the light sheet thickness \( \Delta z \). The first criterion ensures that the recorded images are not so far apart on the image plane that a practical data analysis procedure cannot be used. The second restriction merely insures that most of the particles are within the illumination volume during both pulses.

There are major differences between the application of laser speckle to surface displacements and particle displacements. The main difference is that the light scattering properties of small particles suspended in a fluid are distinctly different than the light scattering characteristics of a solid surface. The fluids are illuminated by a light sheet of finite thickness \( \Delta z \). Hence scattering occurs from a volume distribution of scattering sites instead of a surface distribution. The scattering particles are usually small (0.1 \( \mu m \) to 10 \( \mu m \)). The number density and particle size vary depending on the fluid and the application.

For speckle patterns to occur, the number of scattering sites per unit volume must be high enough so that the diffraction limited images overlap in the image plane. If the number density of particles is low, or if the scattering properties of the particles are insufficient for exposing the photograph, laser speckle may not be obtained, but discrete particle images may be recorded instead. In either case, one must choose the best technique for reducing the data. Although there are some techniques which attempt particle tracking, most approaches rely on the beam readout technique. The beam readout technique can be used for both the PIV and LSV recording regimes. The photographic transparency is divided up into a grid of points. A typical photograph may contain 104 grid points. At each grid point a low power laser beam is used to illuminate a small region, \( \pm 1.0 \) mm diameter. The particle images within the illuminated region act as paired sources producing Young’s fringe patterns. The pattern spacing is inversely proportional to the average particle displacement within the illumination region. The orientation of the fringes is perpendicular to displacement direction. The Young’s fringe patterns are digitized by a CCD camera and processed in a computer. The processing techniques vary depending on the available hardware, but the primary operation is to Fourier transform the fringe pattern. The Fourier transformed fringe pattern is used to compute the power spectral density of the fringe pattern. The power spectral density is a symmetric function containing three peaks, see figure 2. The displacement of the side peaks from the origin peak is proportional to the velocity. The beam readout technique does not directly provide any information on the sign of the velocity vector direction. The estimated vector at each interrogation region is known only up to \( \pm 180^\circ \).

A similar approach is to compute a select number of 1-D autocorrelations instead of the 2-D autocorrelation. This significantly reduces the number of computations. The 1-D autocorrelations are obtained by integrating the 2-D interrogation region along the y-axes. The integration can be done either numerically in the computer after digitization by a 2-D CCD array, or optically using cylindrical lenses before digitization by two 1-D CCD arrays. The particular approach will depend on available hardware, although the optical integration will be faster. After the 1-D projections of the 2-D interrogation region are obtained, 1-D autocorrelations are computed to determine the x- and y-components of the local velocity vector. These 1-D analysis techniques work well when only a single particle image pair is present in the interrogation region. When more than two images are present, some spurious peaks can arise in the autocorrelations, which can lead to indeterminate velocity vectors.

A basic problem with all of these PIV and LSV data reduction techniques is the directional ambiguity. The particle tracking algorithms can determine the velocity magnitude, but not the direction. Two modified PIV techniques which address the directional ambiguity problem are the image shifting technique and holographic image separation.

In the image shifting technique, the image field is shifted between the two illumination pulses, such that the second image of every particle image pair is rectilinearly displaced from the first image. A mirror mounted on a galvanometer scanner in the recording system optical path enables the image shift between pulses. The magnitude and direction of the image shift is set such that the velocity vector is detected. Very low, or if the shift is a positive upward shift to the right, the tracking program knows to look for the second
particle image up and to the right of the first image. The sign of the velocity is assigned based on the magnitude of the measured displacement. Displacements larger than the rectilinear image shift are positive velocities, while displacements smaller than the shifted distance are negative.

The holographic image separation technique permits the unambiguous identification of the first and second particle images. The double pulsed particle images are recorded holographically on a photographic plate. Two separate reference beam arrangements are used for each exposure. In this way, the first and second positions of all the particles can be viewed separately by subsequent reconstruction using the two reference beams. The separation of the particle images permits the computation of the cross correlation function which gives the displacement and unambiguous direction information.

All of these techniques discussed are either computationally intensive or have limited applicability, and yet very few offer unambiguous direction determination. There is a strong need for a fast data reduction technique which also provides unambiguous direction information.

**Matched Spatial Filtering**

Pattern recognition is a widely investigated optical processing technique. The purpose of a pattern recognition system is to determine the presence and location of a reference pattern in an input scene. The primary operation in a pattern recognition system is the correlation of an input scene with a reference pattern. A matched spatial filter is the optimum filter for pattern recognition since it maximizes the ratio of the peak signal energy to the mean square noise energy in the output of the processing system. The signal is any object of interest in the scene, and the noise is the rest of the image.

A coherent optical processing system, shown in figure 3, is capable of performing optical pattern recognition. The correlation is performed by multiplying the Fourier transforms of the input scene and a reference pattern, followed by an inverse Fourier transform. Lenses are used to perform the optical Fourier transforms. In a coherent optical processor, the complex conjugate of the Fourier transformed reference pattern is stored on a transparency. Since the transparency containing the reference pattern is placed in the Fourier plane, it is a spatial filter. The stored reference pattern is a complex electric field and is similar to a hologram. In this text, a spatial filter will be any transparency or waveform modulating device placed in the filter plane of an optical correlator, or simulated optical correlator system.

When the transparency containing the input scene is placed at the input plane of the coherent optical correlator, the output plane contains the light intensity distribution from the convolution of the reference pattern with the input scene. If the input scene transparency contains the reference pattern, the output of the system essentially represents the probability that the desired signal has occurred in the input scene. A bright spot in the output plane indicates a high probability of occurrence at that position, a dim spot indicates a low probability. This process simultaneously detects signals with similar orientations regardless of their position in the input scene. This space invariance results from the fact that the spectrum of a translated signal is only modified by a linear phase factor. The phase factor contains the necessary information to image the signal probability of occurrence at the proper position in the output plane. However, the system is sensitive to the relative orientation of the input signal with respect to the filter. The input scene can be scanned for all possible orientations of the signal by rotating the filter to all possible orientations.

More formally, the input scene transparency placed at plane P₁ is Fourier transformed by lens L₁. Let the input scene transparency contain the signal function s(x,y). The Fourier transform of the input scene transparency S(p,q) is defined as:

\[ S(p,q) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} s(x,y) e^{-i(px+qy)} \, dx \, dy \]

(1)

The electric field, S(p,q), is imaged onto a transparency containing a matched spatial filter at plane P₂, which is also called the filter or Fourier plane. The MSF contains F*(p,q) and (unavoidably) some other terms. Propagating an electric field through a transparency is equivalent to multiplying the complex transmittance function contained in the transparency, F*(p,q), by the electric field passing through the transparency. The multiplication operation performs the spatial filtering. The filtered signal S(p,q)F*(p,q) is then inverse Fourier transformed by lens L₄. The resultant electric field is observed at the output plane P₃, and is given by:

\[ E_o(x,y) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(p,q) F*(p,q) e^{-i(px+qy)} \, dp \, dq \]

(2)

When S(p,q) is located in the input scene and the MSF contains F*(p,q) = S*(p,q), we see that the electric field at plane P₂ is pure real, since the conjugate phases cancel. The cancellation of the phase gives a uniform illumination at plane P₂ (a planar wavefront), which when Fourier transformed by L₃, gives a delta function response. This bright spot occurs on the output plane corresponding to the location of s(x,y) in the input transparency.

The MSF that we have assumed here is a simplified version of the actual case. In reality, the complex waveform F*(p,q) can only be recorded on a transparency by using a high frequency carrier. The high frequency carrier is easily obtained using a planar off-axis reference beam. Using a reference beam to record the complex waveform increases the space-bandwidth requirements on the photographic recording transparency. The interferometrically recorded MSF actually contains:

\[ F_{MSF}(p,q) = |R(p,q)|^2 + |F(p,q)|^2 + R*(p,q)F(p,q) + R(p,q)F*(p,q) \]

(3)

where R(p,q) represents the an off-axis reference electric field, and F(p,q) represents the filter pattern spectrum. The equation above contains three separable terms. The first two terms together make up a dc spot. The third term contains the filter spectrum multiplied by a linear
phase factor. The fourth term, which is the term of interest, represents the complex conjugate of the filter spectrum multiplied by the other linear phase factor. The output electric field obtained on plane \( P_2 \) is:

\[
\mathcal{E}_o(x,y) = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} F_{\text{FSF}}(p,q) \cdot S(p,q) \cdot e^{i(px + qy)} dp dq
\]

(4)

which yields at the output plane of the optical correlator:

\[
\mathcal{E}_o(x,y) = r_0^2 \cdot s \cdot \delta(x,y) + [s \cdot s \cdot s] \cdot \delta(x,y) \\
+ r_0 \cdot [s \cdot s \cdot \delta(x-b, y-c)] \\
+ r_0 \cdot [s \cdot s \cdot \delta(x+b, y+c)]
\]

(5)

where \( b \) and \( c \) are constants determining the reference beam incidence angle. In equation 5, the first term, which contains two parts, represents a dc spot that occurs on-axis \((x=0, y=0)\) in the output plane. The Fourier transform of the collimated reference beam \( R(p,q) \) is a point \( r_0 \). The second term represents the convolution of the filter function with the input scene \((s \cdot f)\). This term appears off-axis at position \((x=b, y=c)\). The third term, which is the one of interest, is exactly the expected output from the optimum filter. This term represents the cross correlation of the input scene with the filter function \((s \cdot f)\) and appears on the output plane at \((x=-b, y=-c)\). When \( s \cdot f \) is a maxima occurs on the output plane.

**Phase Only And Binary Phase Only Filters**

Since Vander Lugt's original introduction of MSFs there has been considerable effort devoted to the study of optical correlators. Analysis of the Fourier transform of continuous tone pictures has revealed that the phase information is considerably more important than the amplitude information.\(^{19}\) Classical Vander Lugt MSFs use both amplitude and phase information. The amplitude portion of the MSF alters the amplitude transmission of the spatial filter. This amplitude modulation decreases the light transmitting efficiency of the MSF. A purely Phase Only Filter (POF) has 100% transmission efficiency. The incident light is not attenuated, but the phase is modulated across the plane. Hence, POFs may offer an alternative to classical MSFs for optical correlator systems requiring high transmission efficiency.

Successful results using POFs in optical correlator experiments have been reported.\(^6,17,18\) The performance of a POF can be described mathematically by using a combination of a classical MSF and an amplitude transmission filter. Let the MSF response function be written in polar form:

\[
F(p,q) = |F(p,q)| \cdot e^{i\phi(p,q)}
\]

(6)

where \(|F(p,q)|\) is the magnitude of \(F(p,q)\), and \(\phi(p,q)\) is the phase of \(F(p,q)\). A POF can be obtained by inserting an amplitude transmittance filter containing the inverse amplitude of the MSF \((1/|F(p,q)|)\) in front of the MSF. When these two filters are placed in series, the two amplitudes cancel, producing unity amplitude transmittance. The phase only response is then:

\[
F_{\text{POF}}(p,q) = e^{i\phi(p,q)}
\]

(7)

A spatial filter obtained by combining a MSF and an amplitude transmittance filter in this manner will aid in revealing the properties of the POF. The Fourier spectra of finite, real valued objects fall off with increasing frequency. The amplitude only filter preceding the MSF will have a reciprocal response behaving similar to a high pass filter. High pass filtering is a standard image processing technique to emphasize edge information. The correlation peaks obtained using POFs in optical correlators are very sharp, since the high spatial frequency information decorrelates very quickly. This high frequency emphasis also makes the POF more sensitive to scale and rotation changes than a conventional MSF. Although the POF can produce sharper correlation peaks with lower sidelobes, the MSF is still the optimum filter in the presence of noise.

Phase only filters can be generated by bleaching a previously developed photographic plate, or by using a plate with a dichromated gelatin emulsion. However, restricting the continuous phase filter function to binary values offers several advantages. A binary process is easy to control and the two phase levels can be set very accurately. Another advantage of using a binary phase only filter is the elimination of the dc spot in the output of an optical correlator system. These binary filters can be digitally generated on a computer, which eliminates the complex optical preprocessing required in MSF synthesis, or in the synthesis of continuous POFs.

Binary Phase Only Filters (BPOF) are generated in a two step process. First the discrete Fourier transform \( F(p,q) \) of the function to be searched for, \( f(x,y) \), is calculated. Then the BPOF, which will be referred to as \( F_{\text{BPOF}}(p,q) \), is made by setting the phase at each point \((p,q)\) to one of two levels, depending on the sign of the cosine of the phase angle in \( F(p,q) \). A technique proposed by Psaltis\(^18\) for generating BPOFs is:

\[
F_{\text{BPOF}}(p,q) = \begin{cases} 
+1 & \text{if } \Re\{F(p,q)\} > 0 \\
-1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The Psaltis technique is equivalent to taking the cosine transform \( F(p,q) \) of \( f(x,y) \) and then determining \( F_{\text{BPOF}}(p,q) \) by:

\[
F_{\text{BPOF}}(p,q) = \begin{cases} 
+1 & \text{if } F(p,q) > 0 \\
-1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The performance of the BPOF in an optical correlator can be demonstrated by considering the continuous cosine transform of \( f(x,y) \). The cosine transform can be written:

\[
F_{\text{C}}(p,q) = \frac{1}{2} [F(p,q) + F^*(p,q)]
\]

(8)

where for real \( f(x,y) \):

\[
F(p,q) = \mathcal{F}\{f(-x,-y)\}^*
\]

(9)

where \( \mathcal{F}\{\} \) denotes the Fourier transform operation and \(^*\) denotes complex conjugation. Equation 8 shows that whenever \( F_{\text{C}}(p,q) \) is used in an optical correlator, the input scene will be correlated with both \( f(x,y) \) and \( f(-x,-y) \).
The optically recorded MSF had to be recorded using a spatial carrier in order to get the terms of interest off-axis, away from the dc spot. Since no spatial carrier is required for separating the outputs, the space-bandwidth product of the recording medium is substantially reduced. So we see that the BPOF yields two terms off axis, without the use of a spatial carrier, and without any optical processing.

The BPOFs discussed above do not always perform well for cases where the input scene contains large amounts of clutter or objects. The BPOFs can cause the objects to interfere with each other, which causes a variation in the correlation peak amplitudes on the output plane. An alternative to the BPOF is the Hartley-BPOF, or HBPOF. The HBPOF is constructed in a similar two step process as the BPOF, except that the Hartley transform is used instead of the Fourier transform. The Hartley transform can be defined for real valued input functions as:

\[ H(p,q) = \text{Re}[F(p,q)] - \text{Im}[F(p,q)] \]  

where \( F(p,q) \) is the Fourier transform of the real valued filter function \( f(x,y) \). The HBPOF is generated by:

\[ F_{\text{HBPOF}}(p,q) = \begin{cases} +1 \ if \ H(p,q) \geq 0 \\ -1 \ otherwise \end{cases} \]

The HBPOFs seems to perform very much the same as the BPOFs, with the exception of having much lower variation in correlation peak amplitude.

Spatial Light Modulators

A coherent optical correlator requires a spatial filter for proper operation. A matched spatial filter is the most common type of filter used in an optical correlator. Making the MSFs requires much care, preparation, and trial and error. Yet each MSF is capable of only recognizing a single object pattern. Processing the input scene using optically recorded MSFs requires many transparencies. The BPOFs can be synthesized entirely on a digital computer. The exact object function is not required to be Fourier transformable since the discrete Fourier transform contains sufficient information for generating the BPOFs. The cosine of the phase of the original Fourier transformed function is analyzed at each point, and assigned one of two discrete phase values. The BPOFs are more sensitive to scale and rotation changes than conventional continuous, complex valued MSFs. These properties alone do not make the use of BPOFs in coherent optical processors attractive. However, with the advent of high speed two-dimensional spatial light modulators, BPOFs can be readily synthesized in the computer and encoded onto the light modulator for use in coherent optical correlator systems.

There are several types of spatial light modulators available. Some of these are optically addressable and use liquid crystal light valves. Other electronically addressable liquid crystal displays are used in small portable televisions. Semetex corporation manufactures a SIGHT-MOD magnetooptic spatial light modulator. The SIGHT-MOD uses the Faraday effect to selectively rotate the polarization of the transmitted linearly polarized coherent light. The SIGHT-MOD consists of a matrix of small elements, or pixels. Each pixel can operate independently, so that the light incident over the two-dimensional area of the SIGHT-MOD can be locally modulated. Depending on the orientation of the output polarizer, both binary amplitude modulation, or binary phase modulation can be obtained. The binary phase modulation operational mode permits the construction of BPOFs on the SIGHT-MOD. The SIGHT-MOD is electronically addressable through a computer interface. The device is capable of displaying several frames per second. The largest matrix size available is a 128x128 element device. As pointed out before, BPOFs do not require high space-bandwidth products in order to obtain good performance.

Through the development of these high speed, electrically addressable, binary phase modulators, coherent optical correlator systems can be constructed which employ BPOFs at the filter plane. Such a coherent optical correlator system is capable of generating the interrogation patterns inside the computer, and then displaying the BPOFs on the spatial light modulator. The input scene is interrogated by displaying successive filter response functions on the light modulator. Hence, the true potential of pattern recognition systems sensitive to object shape and rotation can be obtained using 2-D spatial light modulators employing BPOFs for signal detection.

Optical Correlations For Particle Imaging Velocimetry

Optical correlator systems have been employed to identify a wide class of objects including: alpha numeric characters, assembly line parts, human faces, military aircraft, ships, tanks, and multiple exposure particle image records. In our application, an optical correlator will be used to identify recorded particle images from a multiple-pulse laser light sheet technique. The pulsed laser sheet technique, also called Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV), records the in-plane particle positions at the instants the light sheet is pulsed. Typically, two pulsed light sheets are used, yielding two records of each particle in the light sheet. The individual particle displacements between exposures is proportional to the in-plane velocity component of the particle. Two pulse recording scheme results in a 180° directional ambiguity when traditional point-wise Young's fringe analysis or autocorrelation techniques are used to reduce the data. When the photographic transparency containing the recorded particle images is placed at the input plane of a coherent optical correlator system, the entire photograph can be processed in parallel. In addition to speeding up the data reduction process, the optical correlator can be used to determine the velocity vector directions unambiguously. The directional ambiguity is removed by using the appropriate pulsing scheme.

A pulsing sequence yielding a non-symmetric pattern can be used to eliminate the directional ambiguity. The problem is to determine the optimum pulsing sequence which gives good signal discrimination on the output plane, unambiguous velocity direction information, and a low number of false correlations. A triple pulse light sheet scheme can be used with non-symmetric time periods between the pulses. The asymmetry enables the particle direction to be unambiguously determined. For example, let \( \Delta t_2 = 2 \Delta t_3 \) where \( \Delta t_2 \) is the time interval between pulses 1 and 2, and \( \Delta t_3 \) is the time interval between pulses 2 and 3. The corresponding recorded
This exposure sequence yields unambiguous direction information. However, this is not the traditional exposure technique used in PIV and LSV approaches. Typically, the time intervals are equally spaced. The asymmetric spacing in the recorded particle image triplet above produces a fringe pattern with 3 frequency components. The phase information from the 3-pulse pattern contains the direction information. The traditional PIV and LSV data reduction techniques use the squared modulus of the fringe pattern to obtain the velocity information. The squared modulus of the fringe pattern retains no phase information. Hence, the conventional PIV and LSV techniques are unable to make use of the 3-pulse encoded phase information for directional ambiguity removal. A coherent optical processor is able to use the phase information from the 3-pulse pattern to determine the velocity direction unambiguously.

Another recording scheme could consist of a 5-pulse pattern. The ratio of the spacings is 2:2:1:1. The recorded pattern is shown below for a left to right flow:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} \\
\text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} \\
\text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} \\
\text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} \\
\text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots} & \quad \text{\ldots}
\end{align*}
\]

The 5-pulse pattern can be generated by shuttering a continuous pulsed laser source.

The 3- and 5-pulse exposure sequence particle image photographs can be reduced using an optical correlator. Individual particle displacement records for each particular velocity magnitude and flow direction are used to make the computational optical filters in the PIV optical correlator. Spatial filters are made to cover the expected range of velocity magnitude and flow direction.

Using conventional MSF techniques would require making individual MSFs for each expected velocity vector on the input scene. This could easily escalate into an unmanageable number of MSFs to store and manipulate. Sequentially positioning large numbers of MSFs into the frequency plane of the optical correlator would be extremely tedious and time consuming.

Alternatively, an electronically addressable spatial light modulator can be used to display MSFs in the frequency plane of an optical correlator. The relatively low spatial frequency content of the Fourier spectra of the 3- and 5-pulse exposure sequences are well suited for the BPOF technique. The BPOFs can be used instead of MSFs since we do not have a detailed signal nested in a complex background. Our noise is the random location of independent particle image records on the input scene transparency. The BPOFs can be synthesized in the computer without any optical processing, and are readily encoded onto a magneto-optic spatial light modulator through a computer interface. A spatial light modulator placed in the frequency plane of the PIV optical correlator can sequentially display the BPOFs which have been previously generated and stored in the computer. A CCD array camera placed at the output plane in the optical correlator digitizes the light intensity distribution for analysis in the computer.

**Computer Simulation of Optical Correlators**

The optical correlation system discussed for analyzing PIV photographs can easily be simulated on a digital computer, although the simulation is computationally intensive. Two simulation programs were written. One computer simulation was written on a high performance personal computer (pc) to analyze the output plane light intensity distribution of the optical correlator. The second simulation program was written to simulate the sequential scanning of the input scene for successive velocity vectors. This second simulation program was executed on a CRAY-XP supercomputer. The 2-D velocity vector maps were obtained from the CRAY simulations.

The programs can be easily modified to select different types of spatial filters (MSF, POF, BPOF, and HPPOF) and/or different types of interrogation patterns (3-pulse or 5-pulse). The MSFs used in the computer simulation are defined as the complex conjugate of the filter pattern spectra. The ease in modifying the program permits the analysis of different filtering techniques without the trial and error process of optically recording the filters. The optical Fourier transforms performed by lenses in the optical correlator are obtained in the simulation by using Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT). The DFT closely approximates the actual Fourier transform. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a computationally efficient DFT and was used in the computer simulations. The pc simulation program will be discussed first to gain an understanding of the expected output light intensity distribution from the optical correlator. Then the CRAY simulations will be discussed along with the program output 2-D velocity field map.

The pc simulation of the optical correlator system uses a 64×64 element input scene, zero padded to 128×128 elements. The zero padding eliminates the wraparound error, but also increases the CPU time. A flow chart for the simulation is given in figure 4a. The program queries the user for the number of particle image recordings in the input scene. The data are entered in the same format regardless of whether the recording scheme is the 3- or 5-pulse. The data for each particle image recording on the input transparency are entered as: the (x,y) coordinates of the mean position of the recorded image on the input scene; SI—the spacing between images 1 and 2 (or the spacing between exposures 1, 2, and 3 for the 5-pulse case); S2—the spacing between images 2 and 3 (or the spacing between exposures 3, 4, and 5 for the 5-pulse case); and the angular orientation of the particle image record, \( \theta \). For the triple pulse case, the program determines the coordinates of each particle image and places a value of unity at each location in the input scene array, see figure 5. The total power from each particle image triplet is 3.0. For the 5-pulse case, the program again places a value of unity at each particle image position, see figure 6. The energy content for the 5-pulse pattern is 5.0. After all of the input scene data have been entered, the 2-D FFT of the input scene is computed. Next, the spatial filter pattern is computed. The parameters describing the spatial filter are stored as constants within the program. The coordinates of the particle image positions in the filter pattern array are computed, a value of unity is placed at each position within the array, and the filter pattern is Fourier transformed. The complex conjugate of the Fourier transformed filter pattern is the MSF, and can be stored in a complex array in the simulation. Recall, the optical recording of an MSF required an off-axis reference beam to record the complex waveform. The MSFs are generated and stored very easily in the computer simulation.

At this point in the program, the spatial filter can be modified to some type other than the classical MSF. The MSFs used in the computer simulation were the BPOFs and HPPOFs. The MSFs generated and stored very easily in the computer simulation.
optical correlator, one tries to maximize the transmittance of the MSF. The higher the transmittance, the more optically efficient the MSF. The MSF optical transmittance calculated in the computer simulation is maximized by normalizing the computed MSF such that the maximum transmittance is unity. The MSF is scanned and the maximum transmittance value, $F_{\text{max}}$, is determined. All points in the MSF are divided by the maximum amplitude transmittance of the filter, $F_{\text{max}} = F^*(p,q)/F(p,q)$. The resulting continuous valued MSF contains transmittance values from 0 to 1. MSFs are never 100% optically efficient, but maximizing the transmittance results in more power at the output plane.

The POFs are produced by computing the MSF and then normalizing each point in the filter by the absolute magnitude at that point, $F_{\text{POF}}(p,q) = F^*(p,q)/|F(p,q)|$. The magnitude normalization produces a filter with unity magnitude at all points, which gives 100% optical efficiency.

The Binary Phase Only Filters (BPOF) are generated by examining the sign of the cosine of the phase of the MSF at each point and assigning a value of +1 or -1. The result is a filter pattern which is symmetric and, has no attenuation since it has unity magnitude at all points. The real and symmetric properties of the BPOF are similar to the properties of a cosine transform of the filter function.\textsuperscript{19} The BPOF contains both the filter function spectrum and the complex conjugate of the filter function spectrum.

After the appropriate filter spectrum has been generated, a point-by-point complex multiplication is then performed on the FFT of the input scene and the complex conjugate of the filter spectrum. This simulates the spatial filtering operation which occurs at the frequency plane in an optical correlator. The filtered signal is then inverse FFT'd back to the space domain. The resulting image is the output electric field from the simulated correlator. The electric field is a complex quantity which cannot be directly measured, but the intensity of the image can be measured. The output image intensity is calculated by multiplying the output electric field by its complex conjugate.

Only a portion of the output image, which contains 128x128 elements, contains useful information. The input image and spatial filter pattern were zero padded to avoid wraparound error. The output plane only contains 64x64 elements of useful information. The appropriate choice of the input scene and filter pattern within the 128x128 arrays yields the output image within the first 64x64 elements of the output array, see figure 7. The MSF and POF filters are complex functions which are symmetric across the 128x128 array. The product of these functions with the input scene followed by the inverse FFT operation produces only a 64x64 subarea of useful information.

The output plane intensity distribution from the pc computer simulation is displayed in an isometric 3-D bar graph. The 3-D bar graph accurately represents the discrete nature of the data. The plotting routine is written in Fortran 77 using the Halo\textsuperscript{4} graphics primitives library. These plots enable easy visual evaluation of the output intensity distribution. A sample output for a MSF in the optical correlator is given in figure 8. The graphs typically cover the range x:1-64, and y:1-64, which contains the desired output information.

The total energy output for the MSF is approximately half of the input plane energy. The optical efficiency of the MSF is not 100%, so some attenuation is expected. The POFs give 100% optical efficiency, therefore, the output plane energy is identical to the input plane energy. The BPOFs are also 100% efficient, however, the output plane information is spread over the two subareas (1-64, 1-64) and (65-128, 65-128). The total energy is conserved over the entire output plane, approximately equally divided between the two subareas.

The optical correlator simulation on the CRAY-XMP computer is very similar to the pc simulation. The flow chart for the simulation is given in figure 9. The CRAY simulation uses 256x256 element arrays, which contain 128x128 points of useful information. The input scene data for the CRAY simulation is obtained by multiple calls to the subroutine used for generating the particle image record. After all the input particle images have been written to the input scene array, the input scene is Fourier transformed. The Fourier transformed input scene is stored in a complex array. The simulation now enters a loop where the filter pattern parameters are sequentially varied. The input scene data must be searched over a range of vector magnitudes and angles. There are three loops used to generate the filter patterns. The first loop selects the spacing $S_1$. The second loop picks the spacing $S_2$. The value of $S_2$ ranges from $S_1/2$ to $S_1/2 - 1$. This accounts for any pixel rounding off errors in the digitized PIV transparency. The third loop selects the angle range on $\theta$. Due to the limited pixel resolution, the number of unique velocity vectors which must be searched varies with the magnitude of the velocity vector. For small interrogation vector magnitudes, the angle increment between unique vectors is large. A unique vector is defined as a vector which occupies at least one new pixel location compared to the previous vector. For a given velocity vector magnitude, the program increments the angle $\theta$ by $1^\circ$, and calculates the coordinates of the particle images in the filter pattern. If the new coordinates are not different from the old coordinates the angle is incremented again. This process is repeated until a unique particle image record is found.

The unique filter patterns covering the range of expected velocity magnitudes and angles are sequentially generated. Fourier transformed point-wise multiplied by the Fourier transformed input scene array, and then the filtered signal is inverse Fourier transformed. This procedure of generating filter patterns and taking the product of the input scene spectrum and the filter spectrum simulates the sequential display of BPOFs on a light valve in an actual coherent optical processor. For each filter pattern generated, the output plane intensity distribution is calculated and scanned for correlation peaks. Each point in the output plane is compared to a threshold level. When a peak exceeds the threshold level, three quantities are stored in three independent arrays. The elements of the arrays correspond to each pixel on the output plane in the simulated correlator. The current filter angle and magnitude settings are stored in
two different arrays corresponding to the indices of the
detected correlation peak. In addition, the correlation
peak amplitude is stored at the detected peak position in
another array. Before a detected peak's parameters are
stored, the current peak amplitude is compared with the
value stored in the peak amplitude array. If the new
value exceeds the stored value, the new data are stored.
If the stored peak value is greater than the detected peak
value the stored values are preserved. This comparison
procedure ensures that the most probable velocity vector
at a particular location is stored, where the probability is
indicated by the correlation peak amplitude.

After all the filter patterns have been used, the vector
magnitude and angle storage arrays contain the detected
2-D velocity vector map of the input scene. The arrays
are written to a file and downloaded to a pc computer for
graphing.

**Expected Output Plane Information**

An analysis of the matched filtering operation for a
PIV optical correlator will indicate the expected output
response and signal to noise ratio of the output. The
finite energy in the input signal should limit the
correlation peak amplitude. Also, the correlation length
of the interrogation signal should be related to the energy
in the sidelobes. The calculated results will be compared
to the pc simulations. The pc simulation requires 5.5
seconds to compute a 128x128 real to complex single
precision FFT. The complex to complex inverse FFT
takes 11 seconds to compute. The entire pc simulation
program takes 23 seconds to perform the optical
correlation operation.

**3-Pulse Exposure Sequence**

For the triple pulse exposure scheme, the particle
image is recorded at three instances in time. The time
intervals between pulses are chosen to make the spacings
non-symmetric. Our choice is to make the time interval
ratio 2:1. Assuming a noise free background on the input
scene, the functional form of the 2-D, 3-pulse signal is:

\[
s(x, y) = \delta(x-x_1, y-y_1) + \delta(x-x_2, y-y_2) + \delta(x-x_3, y-y_3)
\]

however, we will assume no y-dependence to reduce the
bookkeeping:

\[
s(x) = \delta(x-x_1) + \delta(x-x_2) + \delta(x-x_3)
\]

The Fourier transform of \( s(x) \) is:

\[
S(p) = e^{-ipx_1} + e^{-ipx_2} + e^{-ipx_3}.
\]

**3-Pulse MSF**

The MSF for this case is just the complex conjugate of
the input signal spectrum, \( F^*(p) = S^*(p) \). The filtering
operation for the 3-pulse MSF case is:

\[
S(p) \cdot F^*(p) = e^0 + e^{ip(x_2-x_1)} + e^{ip(x_3-x_1)}
+ e^{-ip(x_2-x_1)} + e^0 + e^{ip(x_3-x_2)}
+ e^{-ip(x_3-x_1)} + e^{-ip(x_3-x_2)} + e^0
\]

The diagonal terms are the matched terms, which
cancel to yield the dc portion of the filtered signal. This
dc component will become the correlation peak on
Fourier transformation to the output plane. The
off–diagonal terms are the sidelobe information. The
filtered signal can be rewritten as:

\[
S(p) \cdot F^*(p) = 3 + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_1)] + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_2)]
+ 2\cos[p(x_2-x_1)]
\]

The output electric field is obtained by inverse Fourier
transforming the filtered signal:

\[
E_\phi(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S(p) \cdot F^*(p) \cdot e^{ipx} \, dp
\]

\[
E_\theta(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left\{ 3 + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_1)] + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_2)]
+ 2\cos[p(x_2-x_1)] \right\} \cdot e^{ipx} \, dp
\]

\[
E_\phi(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left\{ 3 \cdot \delta(x) + \delta(x\#(x_3-x_1))
+ \delta(x\#(x_3-x_2)) \right\}
\]

\[
E_\theta(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left\{ 3 \cdot \delta(x) + \delta(x\#(x_3-x_1))
+ \delta(x\#(x_3-x_2)) \right\}
\]

The intensity is given by:

\[
I_\phi(x) = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \left\{ 9 \cdot \delta(x) + \delta(x\#(x_3-x_1))
+ \delta(x\#(x_3-x_2)) \right\}
\]

Using a definition of SNR as the ratio of the correlation
peak power to the sidelobe power, we find SNR = 1.5.
The output plane from the computer simulation of the
3-pulse MSF case is shown in figure 8. The calculated
SNR is identical to the estimate obtained from the pc
simulation. The computer simulation output plane total
energy is 1.667. The MSF is approximately 50%
efficient.

**3-Pulse POF**

The triple pulse POF case should yield a larger SNR
than the MSF case. Again, let the input scene contain
\( s(x) \) as defined in equation 12, and define the POF as:

\[
F_{POF}(p) = \frac{S^*(p)}{|S(p)|}
\]
The filtering operation for the "matched" case is:

\[ S(p) \cdot F_{POF}(p) = \frac{S(p) \cdot S^*(p)}{|S(p)|} = \frac{|S(p)|^2}{|S(p)|} = |S(p)| \]

\[ = |S(p) \cdot S^*(p)|^{1/2} \]

The optical correlator output electric field is given by:

\[ E_o(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |S(p) \cdot S^*(p)|^{1/2} e^{ipx} dp \]  

(22)

From the 3-pulse MSF case we know the form of \( S(p) \cdot S^*(p) \), which when inserted into equation 22 gives:

\[ E_o(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left[ 3 + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_1)] + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_2)] + 2\cos[p(x_2-x_1)] \right] e^{ipx} dp \right]^{1/2} \]  

(23)

There is no known closed form solution for this integral. The kernel of the transform can be rewritten in the form \((1+x)^{1/2}\) and then approximated by

\[ (1+x)^{1/2} \approx 1 - \frac{1}{2} x + \frac{1}{8} x^2 + \frac{1}{16} x^3 - \ldots \]  

(24)

Using the first two terms in the approximation we find:

\[ E_o(x) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{6} (2\cos[p(x_3-x_1)] + 2\cos[p(x_3-x_2)] + 2\cos[p(x_2-x_1)]) \right] e^{ipx} dp \right]^{1/2} \]  

(25)

where \( \approx \) denotes an approximate representation of the actual function. A closed form solution for the Fourier transform in equation 25 exists and the result is:

\[ E_o(x) = \frac{3}{4\pi} \left[ \delta(x) + \frac{1}{6} \delta(x^*(x_3-x_1)) + \frac{1}{6} \delta(x^*(x_3-x_2)) \right] \]  

+ \frac{1}{6} \delta(x^*(x_2-x_1)) \]  

(26)

The intensity is:

\[ I_o(x) = \frac{3}{4\pi} \left[ \delta(x) + \frac{1}{36} \delta(x^*(x_3-x_1)) + \frac{1}{36} \delta(x^*(x_3-x_2)) \right] \]  

+ \frac{1}{36} \delta(x^*(x_2-x_1)) \]  

(27)

The estimated SNR using this approximation is SNR = 6.0. The output from the computer simulation for this 3-pulse POF case, shown in figure 9, gives a SNR = 5.81. The approximation appears to be pretty close for this case. The information we are interested in is why the POF gives smaller sidelobes than the MSF. The signal in the POF case is of the form \((1+x)^{1/2}\). The square root operation reduces the sidelobe amplitudes relative to the correlation peak amplitude. The estimated value of the SNR = 6.0 will approach the computer simulation value of 5.81 as more higher order terms are included in the approximation. The higher order terms produce more off-axis sidelobes on the output plane. The input scene total power is conserved in this 3-pulse POF simulation, since the total output energy is 3.0.

3-Pulse HBPOF

A direct analytical study of the POF or HBPOF is not feasible. A 3-pulse BPOF computer simulation result is shown in figure 10. The distribution of sidelobes is not in a linear fashion as in the POF case. The sidelobes are distributed randomly around the correlation peak. The BPOF SNR is 2.35, which is approximately half the value obtained with the continuous POF. This is due to the symmetry of the BPOF. The BPOF spectrum contains both the interrogation pattern spectrum and the conjugate of the interrogation pattern spectrum. Hence, for the matched case \( F(p,q) = S(p,q) \), the input scene is cross correlated with the filter function \( S(p) \cdot S^*(p) \) and also autocorrelated with itself \( S(p) \cdot S^*(p) \). This means that half of the input scene energy is used in the autocorrelation and the other half is used in the cross correlation. This is the reason for the 50% reduction in the SNR for the BPOF case over the POF case. The total output plane energy from the simulation in figure 10 is approximately 1.5. The total energy in the 64x64 array is only half of the input scene energy. Figure 11 shows the entire output plane of 128x128 points. The autocorrelation term at the conjugate position is readily observed. Also, the total energy is now accounted for. The BPOF is 100% optically efficient, but distributes the sidelobe energy in a different form than the continuous POF.

3-Pulse HBPOF

The HBPOF performance is very similar to that of the BPOF. The HBPOFs are phase only filters, so we expect 100% optical efficiency. The HBPOFs also contain the same conjugate symmetry as the BPOF. The HBPOF output will contain the desired filter spectrum plus the complex conjugate of the filter spectrum. The difference between the HBPOF and the BPOF is the sensitivity of the correlation peak amplitude to the filter pattern orientation angle \( \theta \). The BPOF and HBPOF give identical results when \( \theta = 0^\circ \), or \( 90^\circ \), as in figure 10. However, as \( \theta \) varies between \( 0^\circ \) and \( 45^\circ \), the BPOF correlation peak amplitude decreases, reaching a minimum at \( \theta = 45^\circ \), see figure 12. The energy loss in the correlation peak appears as an energy gain in the sidelobes, which reduces the SNR for the BPOF. Figure 13 shows the output plane light intensity distribution for the HBPOF under the identical conditions as figure 12. The HBPOF correlation peak value and SNR are essentially the same as for the \( \theta = 0^\circ \) case. At \( \theta = 45^\circ \), the BPOF correlation peak amplitude has decreased 6% over the value at \( \theta = 0^\circ \), while the HBPOF correlation peak amplitude increased by 0.8%. Both filters display equal performance at \( \theta = 0^\circ \), but as angle \( \theta \) increases the BPOF degrades in performance. The HBPOF maintains its performance throughout the filter pattern orientation range. This feature is important for an optical correlator system which requires a minimum threshold level for signal detection. We want the correlation peaks to be as large as possible to give better noise discrimination. For the class of objects we are dealing with the HBPOF gives superior performance.
5-Pulse Patterns

The 5-pulse output plane intensity distributions are very similar to the 3-pulse cases discussed above. The main differences are an increase in both the correlation peak amplitude and the number of sidelobes. An anticipated benefit of the 5-pulse sequence is a reduction in the number of false correlations due to the random distribution of the recorded particle images. The requirement of 5 particle images being properly oriented is more stringent than for 3 particle images. The differences will be borne out in the CRAY simulation results.

CRAY Simulation Results

The output data from the CRAY simulation program is a 2-D velocity vector map of the input particle image transparency. The input scene chosen for the simulation is a four quadrant swirling flow. The velocity vector map for this flow field is shown in figure 14. The four swirl pattern was generated using a solid body rotation in each quadrant. The velocity varies with radius. The vector positions were determined using a random number generator. The input scene contains 79 velocity vectors in a 128x128 array. The angle range encompasses a full 360°. The particle image separations (S1) range from 2 pixels to 12 pixels.

The input scene contains the images of the particles in the swirling flow at the instances in time that the light sheet is pulsed. The four swirl input scene for a 3-pulse exposure is shown in figure 15. This is the scene that the optical correlator must scan and identify the images corresponding to a unique particle. A few of the outliers are easy to identify. However, closer to the center of the swirls, the three images of the same particle are more difficult to identify.

The results obtained from the 5-pulse case were used to set the minimum threshold level for correlation. For the 3-pulse case the threshold level is 0.97. For the 5-pulse case the threshold level is 1.35. These are the minimum threshold levels. The detected correlation peaks may be larger than these minimum levels. The source of variation in the correlation peak amplitude is from the overlapping sidelobes from other partial correlations. Another source of correlation peak variation is the angular dependence of the correlation peaks. This angular variation is minimized by using the HBPOFs.

From the required searching ranges on S1 (10 values), S2 (2 values for each S1), and θ (360 angles for each S1 and S2), the number of velocity vectors to be searched is 7200. The number of unique velocity vectors determined and searched by the simulation program is 1221. The total CPU runtime for both the 3- and 5-pulse simulations is 229 seconds. This corresponds to approximately 0.18 seconds per interrogation pattern.

The results from the 3-pulse 2:1 ratio spacing pattern are shown in figure 16. This 2-D velocity map contains many false and missed correlations. There are 48 correctly identified vectors, 32 missed vectors, and 69 falsely identified vectors. These results are unacceptable. The random location of the particle images results in many false correlations for the 3-pulse pattern.

The 2-D velocity vector map from the 5-pulse 2:2:1:1 case is shown in figure 17. There are 79 total vectors detected in this output map. There are 74 correctly identified vectors, 5 missed vectors, and 5 falsely identified vectors. These results are very good, 87% of the input data vectors have been correctly identified. The lower number of falsely identified vectors for the 5-pulse case is attributed to the lower probability of the random particle locations satisfying the required 5 particle image positions in the pattern.

Of the 74 correctly identified velocity vectors, there were no errors in determining the velocity magnitude. The HBPOFs are very sensitive to scale and rotation. The detected angles did not exactly agree with the input data. This is not a detection error, but is a quantization error. The limited resolution of the arrays used reduces the angular resolution. The program skips some angles because they do not produce unique velocity vector patterns. The variation between the detected angle and the actual angle occurs when the actual angle lies between two unique velocity vectors as determined by the computer. This is an inherent limitation due to the discrete nature of the process. Higher resolution arrays will decrease these quantization effects.

Conclusions

The results of a computer simulation of optical correlation techniques applied to the reduction of particle imaging velocimetry transparencies has been presented. An asymmetric pulse exposure scheme allows the velocity vector direction to be unambiguously determined. The 5-pulse exposure sequence yielded a high quality 2-D velocity map with few false correlations. Hartley binary phase only filters were used to simulate the operation of a spatial light modulator placed at the frequency plane in the optical correlator. Although the simulations were intended to model the operation of an optical correlator employing a spatial light modulator, the digital evaluation of the transparencies is also a viable technique. For the digital evaluation, the input scene transparency can be digitized and supplied to the computer program. The required processing time varies directly with the range of velocity vector magnitudes and angles which must be searched. Future work will involve optically recording a 5-pulse exposure PIV transparency and processing the transparency using both the optical correlator employing a spatial light modulator, and a digital analysis on the computer.
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Figure 1: Image recording system for a particle image velocimeter, or a laser speckle velocimeter.
Figure 2: Light intensity distribution after Fourier transformation of a speckle fringe pattern. The power spectrum is symmetric. The average particle displacement is the distance \((x_0, y_0)\) along the line adjoining the central peak with the sidelobes. The velocity vector is indeterminate to \(\pm 180^\circ\).

Figure 3: Optical arrangement of a coherent optical correlator. The PIV transparency is placed at the input plane \(P_1\). The spatial filter is placed at the frequency plane \(P_2\). The correlated output is observed on plane \(P_3\).
Figure 4a: PC simulation flow chart.

Figure 4b: CRAY simulation flow chart.
TOTAL ENERGY = 3.0

Figure 5: 3-pulse pattern (2:1 spacing ratio).

TOTAL ENERGY = 5.0

Figure 6: 5-pulse pattern (2:2:1:1 spacing ratio).
Filled subareas in the Input Scene and Filter Pattern arrays indicate the data location within the arrays. The cross hatched region in the Output Plane array indicates the location of the correlated result. Also indicated is the conjugate image location for the BPOF and MBPOF.

Figure 7: Relative placement of data within the 128x128 arrays used in the computer simulations.
**Figure 8:** 3-pulse MSF output plane light intensity distribution for $\theta=\theta_0$.

PEAK AMPLITUDE = 1.000  
SIDELOBE AMPLITUDE = 0.111  
SNR = 1.50  
TOTAL ENERGY = 1.667

**Figure 9:** 3-pulse POF output plane light intensity distribution for $\theta=\theta_0$. Note the lower sidelobes compared to the MSF case.
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Figure 10: 3-pulse BPOF output plane light intensity distribution for $\theta=0^\circ$. The sidelobes are randomly distributed about the correlation peak.

PEAK AMPLITUDE = 1.037
SIDELOBE AMPLITUDE = 5.109E-2
SNR = 0.53
TOTAL ENERGY = 3.000

Figure 11: 3-pulse BPOF total (128x128) output plane light intensity distribution with conjugate image readily observable. The total input scene energy is conserved.
Figure 12: 3–pulse BPOF output plane for $\theta=45^\circ$.

Figure 13: 3–pulse HBPOF output plane light intensity distribution for $\theta=45^\circ$. Note the more rapid decay in sidelobe energy than for the BPOF case with $\theta=45^\circ$. Also, the correlation peak amplitude is very close to the value for the BPOF case with $\theta=0^\circ$. 
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PEAK AMPLITUDE = 1.046
SIDELOBE AMPLITUDE = 0.1163
SNR = 2.30
TOTAL ENERGY = 1.501
Figure 14: 2-D velocity vector map of input data to CRAY simulation. There are 79 total vectors.

Figure 15: Pixel plot of the input data to the CRAY simulation for the 3-pulse exposure case. This plot represents the input scene transparency in the PIV optical correlator.
Figure 16: Output velocity vector map for the 3-pulse HBPOF simulation. There are many false and missed correlations.

Figure 17: Output velocity vector map for the 5-pulse HBPOF simulation. The 5-pulse exposure yields fewer false or missed correlations.
Pulsed laser sheet velocimetry yields non-intrusive measurements of velocity vectors across an extended 2-dimensional region of the flow field. The application of optical correlation techniques to the analysis of multiple exposure laser light sheet photographs can reduce and/or simplify the data reduction time and hardware. Here, Matched Spatial Filters (MSF) are used in a pattern recognition system. Usually MSFs are used to recognize characters or assembly line parts. In our application, the MSFs are used to identify the iso-velocity vector contours in the flow. The patterns to be recognized are the recorded particle images in a pulsed laser light sheet photograph. Measurement of the direction of the particle image displacements between exposures yields the velocity vector. In this work, the particle image exposure sequence is designed such that the velocity vector direction is determined unambiguously. A global analysis technique is used in comparison to the more common particle tracking algorithms and Young's fringe analysis techniques.